Hugely expensive new accelerators are being proposed to look for unknown entities such as particles of dark matter and companions of the Higgs boson (see Nature 565, 398; 2019). Opponents of these plans could learn from history.
Critics argue, for example, that such 'big science' projects drain money away from other research, a view that led to the cancellation of the US Superconducting Super Collider in 1993. To my knowledge, that cancellation brought no funding benefit to other sciences. And because Europe has already committed to the ITER fusion project for energy production in France, and to the LISA gravitational-wave experiment in space; successors to the Large Hadron Collider would not be competing for funding with those projects.
Others are sceptical about the existence of new particles, given that nothing has materialized since the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012. That puts me in mind of Spain's reaction to Christopher Columbus, when he requested funding to explore a westerly route to Asia in the fifteenth century. His proposal was initially rejected by a royal commission, which pronounced that "so many centuries after the Creation, it is unlikely that anyone could find hitherto unknown lands of any value". Columbus Three women with a claim to astatine 
Science looks worse as it gets better
It is easy to assume that science is more flawed than in the past, given widespread coverage of the reproducibility crisis, perverse incentives and P-value hacking, alongside a proliferation of corrective measures (see, for example, C. K. Gunsalus et al. Nature 566, 173-175; 2019) . But it could be that we are now seeing more problems simply because we are more alert to them.
Consider related lessons from medicine. When a new treatment method is invented for a particular disease, there is typically an increase in the number of people who might benefit from that treatment, because conditions that were previously undetectable or Forests are currently the safest, most cost-effective way to avoid dangerous increases in global warming, through their retention, management and restoration (B. W. Griscom et al. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 114, 11645-11650; 2017 
